Bridge the distance learning gap with MimioConnect, our online blended learning platform. Engage students, enrich lessons, and enhance the learning process, both in and outside of the classroom. Our solution augments instruction, making it easier for teachers to teach, and students to learn.

**Create Continuous and Seamless Learning Experiences from Anywhere**

MimioConnect® combines innovative lesson building and instructional tools to create an active learning environment. Teachers and students can connect from anywhere making this a perfect solution for distance, flipped or blended learning environments. Lessons can be presented to a group of students or assigned for individual, self-paced learning. Our goal is to help you maintain continuity throughout all learning environments. Let’s work together to create pathways to keep the routes to learning open and consistent without disruption.

**Enrich Instruction & Engage Students**

- Clearly illustrate concepts and draw attention to the important details with whiteboarding tools.
- Improve two-way communication at a distance with video conferencing. Teachers can instantly gauge students’ level of participation and demonstrate concepts.
- Create an active learning environment with your favorite lessons created in PowerPoint®, SMART Notebook, ActivInspire and MimioStudio™. Add polling and interactive questions like labeling and sorting that allow students to demonstrate understanding.
- Supplement current instruction with lessons developed with critical learning objectives as a foundation.
- Collaborate with students using your existing technology including iPads, Chromebooks, Interactive Projectors and Touch Panels.

Tightly integrated with Google and Microsoft for ease of use.

To learn more, visit boxlight.com/mimioconnect or call 866.972.1549.
Present engaging assessments and collaborative activities from anywhere.

Present lessons as students follow along on their own devices either from home or in the classroom. Create a connected and collaborative experience by allowing students to share their work with the class. Use instant polling to quickly assess student understanding and adjust instruction as needed. Make materials available before and after class, so students show up ready to learn. Deliver self-paced assignments to reinforce skills and concepts, directly following group instruction.

Features

Lesson Creation
- Build and organize lessons, activities & assessments into collections
- Create lessons from materials stored in Google Drive or OneDrive
- Easy-to-use toolbar with powerful interactive tools
- Adjustable transparency
- Set background images and color
- Share lessons via email
- Import SMART Notebook, Promethean ActivInspire, PowerPoint, and common format .IWB files with minimal reformatting

Rich Lesson Library
- Access 1000s of K-12 math, reading & science lessons
- Modify as needed
- Full courses of content authored by Teams of Master Teachers
- Courses include pretest & posttest
- Critical learning objectives as a foundation

Collaborative Tools
- Connect with students from any location*
- Set permissions to allow students to share annotations with group

Whiteboard & Presentation Tools
- Color settings
- Pen tool
- Highlighter
- Line styles
- Shapes
- Transitions
- Animations
- Spotlight
- Reveal
- Laser Pointer

Self-Paced Learning*
- In and outside of the classroom
- Instant scoring
- Receive right/wrong feedback
- Review lessons presented in class

Integrations*
- Single Sign-On with Google, Microsoft, Schoology, Canvas, Moodle, and Blackboard
- Import / sync class rosters
- Post lessons and grades directly to LMS programs

Assessments
- Label Diagram
- Identification
- Matching
- Multiple Choice
- Multiple Mark
- Yes/No
- True/False
- Numeric
- Drawing
- Sequencing

Multimedia
- Embedded audio, video, web pages, YouTube and BBC videos
- Import audio, video, PDFs, Google Slides, Docs and Sheets
- Multimedia drag-and-drop
- Record audio and video
- Use document cameras
- Video playback controls play/pause/rewind of embedded files.

Live Video & Audio Streaming*
- Display/hide presenter and participants on screen
- Mute and Unmute All

Technical Specifications
- Works on tablets, laptops and mobile phones
- Works in Chrome, Safari and Edge

Classroom Management Tools
- Lock student screens to focus and redirect attention
- Pick a student at random to keep everyone on their toes - display his/her name on the board
- Teacher can control the presentation from anywhere in the classroom

Engagement Tools
- Instant Polling
- Students receive immediate feedback
- Students can message teachers privately to request help
- Variety of question types
- Random ‘Pick’ feature

Grading & Reporting*
- Instant grading on group & self-paced activities
- Monitor student progress in real-time
- Share reports via email
- Student performance
- Classroom performance
- Export data for use in other programs

Licensing Options
- Classroom: Whiteboard and presentation tools, Single Sign-On (SSO) for teachers, lesson delivery to 40 students (anonymous sessions only), 300MB storage, Lesson Library, import lessons, and classroom management tools.
- Plus: Lesson delivery to 40 students, class rosters, SSO for teachers and students, 500MB storage, self-paced and group instruction, instant grading, and reporting.
- Pro: Lesson delivery to 50 students, 3GB Storage, full LMS data and roster integration, and video conferencing.
- Enterprise: Lesson delivery to 100 students, 5GB Storage, dedicated success manager, and option for customized PD services.

*May require additional license. See Licensing Options.

To learn more, visit boxlight.com/mimioconnect or call 866.972.1549.
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